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Choose a niche to write in. This could be based on your educational background or
work background. Choosing a niche helps you with marketing yourself to specific
clients.
Create samples of your work.  Your samples could be
guest posts you have written on websites in your chosen niche(s). Having 2-4 guest
blog posts or publishing on platforms like LinkedIn and Medium is enough to
showcase your work to land your first client. 
Make a list of potential clients. Use Google and LinkedIn to search for potential
clients you can write for. Use "write for us paid" + your niche in Google to find
potential clients. 

Send email pitches to your potential client list. Time to start getting those clients!
Introduce yourself, tell them you offer writing services and include your samples.
Expect 1-2 out of every 10 or so pitches to result in a "yes". Don't give up!

Make a daily marketing plan.  This will be important to keep the clients coming in
and to help you build up to making a full-time income. This could include various
steps like searching on Google, using LinkedIn, and even reaching out to people in
your personal network to build up a clientele.

Create your writer website.  A writer is important but you don't absolutely need it
until you've landed your first paying client. Once you have even more samples from
your new client, you should add links to this work on your writer website.

Create your daily productive schedule. If you want freelance writing to become your
source of income, you have to set working hours. Put your assigned freelance work on
a calendar and schedule to have work submitted on time. This is how you build a solid
reputation as a writer.


